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Dances, Banquet, And Parade,

Week-End
Hawkins To Play At
Taps Jr.-Sr. Ball
Clemson's Jnior class will honor the senior class Firday
night preceding the formel Taps-Junior-Senior Ball to be
held in the Field House.
The Clemson College annual
banquet will be held in the college mess hall, Friday night, May
8, at 7 o'clock.

* * *

H. G. PRINCE, dean of students
of Presbyterian College, will be
guest speaker. The welcome will
be given by Steve Griffith, president of the junior class. Jack Barton, president of the senior class
will give the response to the welcome and the Rev. George Cannon
of the Clemson Methodist Church
will give the invocation.
After the dinner Is served, Lamar Neville will introduce Mr.
Prince.
Students who have seats on rows
A-N will enter the mess hall at
the north end, and those having
seats on rows O-X will enter at
the south end of the mess hall.

c

Henry Hill, housing office manager, has released general inforSponsors for the Central Dance Association for
man; and Miss Libba Blanding of Sumter, for
mation of interest to visitors to
the Taps Junior Senior Ball to be held this
Bubba Snow, vice-president. ..(Second Row, left
the campus for the Mother's Day
Friday and Saturday nights are (top row, left
to right) Miss Dolly Dennis of Charleston and
activities.
to right) Miss Betty Ann Stanley of Marion and
the University of South Carolina, for- Ames
A first aid station will be set
Limestone College, for Mike McMillan, presiWells, placings chairman; Mrs. Jack McCachern
dent; Miss Shirley Jones o fGreer and the Wo.
up in the housing office on the
of Clemson, for Jack McCachern, floor chairmen's College of the University of North Caroman; Miss Gladys Davis of Augusta, Georgia,
first floor of Tillman Hall. Dr.
lina, for Miles Bruce, secretary-treasurer; Miss
for Bob Beattie, alternus; and Miss Elaine
Lee Milford, college surgeon, and
Ada Margaret Meeks of Anderson and Furman
Hol-ton of Cheraw and Columbia College, for
a staff of nurses will be on haiid
University, for Gil Campbell, publicity chairBill Hughes, decorations chairman.
in case of emergencies.
Ladies rest rooms will be located on the first floor of second
* * *
barracks, at the YMCA, the colPARKING SPACE will be avail- lege library, and in Tillman Hall.
able on the small parade grounds.
Student organizations will
Tickets for the banquet are
priced at $3.50, and it is impera- have information booths set up
tive that everyone present his around the campus to direct
ticket at the door. Favors will be visitors.
i
Fifty Scholarships And
The Southern District Alpha Chi
presented to the dates at the time
Containers of ice water will be
Sigma conclave was held at Clemof
presenting
the
ticket
for
the
Prizes Awarded Top Men
set up at various points on the
son May.l and 2.
banquet.
campus for the visitors' convenScholarships,
cash
prizes,
and
medals
were
awarded
to
Approximately forty persons
Following the banquet, the stu- ience. Trash cans will also be prowere present representing the Uni- Clemson's top honor students at the annual Scholarship dents and their dates will dance vided at the water containers.
versity of North Carolina, the Uni- Recognition Day ceremonies held at eleven o'clock yester- to the music of Erskine Hawkins
The college chapel will be open
versity of Tennessee, and Clemson. day morning in the college chapel.
and his band from 9:00 to 1:00 all day Sunday so that students
The meeting began with the ini—
o'clock at the Junior-Senior Ball. may.have an opportunity of being
Ranging from a $1125 fellow-1
tiation of new members. This was
Tickets for the Friday night dance
feHewed- by1-an informal party ship vto a,mathematical handbook,: ($50 and a gold medal) to John+. are $3.75, and $3.25 for the Satur- alone with their families.
on Friday night. A business meet- the rewards for outstanding j Allen Porter, senior of Williston; day night dance. Block tickets will
Picnic areas have been providthe Warwick Chemical Founda
ing was held Saturday morning, scholastic work were presented to
ed for those bringing lunches.
be on sale for $6.50.
students
for
their
contributions
to
tion
Award
($100)
to
John
Allen
and a tour of Gerrish-Milliken
The area near the Girl Scout
,
Mills was made Saturday after- the scholastic *■life* of* the campus. Porter.
THREE TAPS beauties will be cabin just off Palmetto Boule*
*
*
noon.
AWARDS which were presented
AWARDS from the School of presented immediately before in- vard and near the old sheep
The meeting closed Saturday
in
the
School
of
Agriculture
were
Engineering
included the American termission and they will attend barn and Hanover House was
night with a banquet at the ClemThe Danforth Fellowship for jun- Institute of Electrical Engineers the CD A intermission party and cleared and tables set up by the
son House.
iors ($150), presented to Bernard Junior Scholastic Award to Philip be guest of the CDA for the entire senior class as part of their
* * *
project for Senior Day. Another
Mclntyre
Sanders.Jr., of Cordova, Raymond Nickles, and Reu Reese, weekend.
RONALD M. WARREN, national
area open will be the Ravenell
Friday
afternoon
the
Hawkins
dairy
major;
Jr.,
of
Greer—a
tie;
master of ceremonies, was presPlace across from the Excelsior
the Danforth Fellowship for the American Society of Civil band will give a concert in the Mill on the Seneca highway.
ent; also the District counselor
College
Chapel
beginning
at
4:00
freshman
($50),
awarded
to
Ray
Engineers Membership Award to
from the Southeastern and midMears Buck, Jr., of Mt. Pleasant; Elton Counts Sease, Jr., senior of o'clock. Admission will be 25c.
Students and visitors have been
Atlantic Districts.
asked not to remove chairs from
the Sears Roebuck Foundation Columbia;
Several national officers of the
the barracks or from the sitting
convention were present. A num- Sophomore Scholarship to Niles . the Tau Beta Pi Scholastic
area to be set up in front of the
ber of professinal men also at- Craig Clark, Jr., of Waterloo, ani- Award to William Donald Ashflag pole.
craft, sophomore of Florence.
tended, and discussed plans for a mal husbandry major;
professional chapter of the or- the Alpha Zeta Prize, awarded to
Areas designated for parking
James W. Phillips, textile enganization.
the sophomore having the highest THE SAMUEL B. Earle Award
are Riggs Field in front of the
gineering
junior
of
Ruby,
was
reto
William
O'Byrne,
senior
of
Officers of the chapter of Clem- grade point ratio for the first three
cently elected president of Mu Engineering Building, the area
son are: W. O, Hanahan, Presi- semesters, was presented to Niles Easley;
in front of the Field House, and
dent; H. M. White, Vice-President; Craig Clark of Walterloo.
the H i g g i n s Undergraduate Beta Psi, local music fraternity.
the outfield of the baseball field.
Other
officers
elected
are
N.
H.
C. B. Goodlett, Secretary; and R.
*• * *
Scholarship ($300) to John William
Caughman,
junior
agricultural
enRoad blocks will be set up SunO. Hull, Treasurer.
ALSO THE BORDEN Company Mclntyre of Hartsville;
the American Society of Me- gineer of High Point, North Caro- day morning at 8:00 a. m. at the
Foundation Scholarship of $300
was presented to Robert William chanical Engineers Membership lina, vice-president; John Turner, intersection in front of Tillman
Duke, Jr., of Kingstree, senior an. Award to James Edward Morrah, animal husbandry junior of Hall at the Library, the intersecWinnsboro, secretary; and J. H. tion beside Riggs Hall, and the
senior of Greensboro, N. C;
imal husbandry major;
the Fiberglas Senior Scholar- Sams, civil engineering senior of intersection in front of the Calthe Clark Lindsay McCaslan
Clemson, treasurer.
houn Mansion at the student parkAward of $25 to George Powell ship ($600) to Jerry E. Dempsey,
ing area entrance. At 10:00 road
junior
of
Anderson;
Jack
Major,
pre-medicine
senior
Kinard of Clemson and Denver,
the Minaret Award to Richard of Greenwood, is retiring president blocks will be set up at the inColorado;
tersection on the east side of the
(Contnued on page 6)
of the organization.
the Anderson Fellowship of
field house and at the intersection
The Blue Key, sponsor of the $350 to James Philip Flavin, agronto the immediate south of the
Cinema Guild, has announced omy senior from Deland, Florida;
power plant.
that the movie "The Astonished
the C. C. Newman Award in
Heart" will be shown at 8 p. m.,
Sunday, May 10 instead of the Horticulture ($50 and a gold
scheduled1 time at 3 p. m., in the medal) to John Patrick Fulmer of
Clemson and Augusta, Georgia.
new chemistry' auditorium.
The stars of the British movie Fulmer received his B. S. degree
are Noel Coward, Joyce Carey, in horticulture in February 1953.
the Thomas G. Clemson Prize to
and Celia Johnson. A middleaged married man finds himself the senior who shows the most
The new members of the Arnfalling in love with another wo- proficiency in .agriculture was
old Air Society are: Wendell O.
man. Each of the three people awarded to Robert William Duke,
Adams of Collogeville; Herbert
involved attempts to reason the Jr.
r>. Bickley; Harold E. BradberAwards from the School of Arts
problem, butito'no avail. Doctor
ry of Greenwood; Luther E. CarChristian Faber (Noel Coward) and Sciences were the Sigma Tau
roll; Jesse J. Floyd of Nichols;
decides between the two women. Epsilon Membership Award was
Claude B. Goodlett; James J.
presented to Billy Ray Skelton,
Gray; John C. Leysath of Florsophomore of Clemson.
ence.
NOTICE!
*• * *
Also Clifton M. McClure of
THE CHARLES Manning FurThe dress for the Friday night
Anderson; Elias A. McCormack
man
Award
in
English
($50
and
a
dance of the Junior-Senior Ball
of Dillon; Hugh E. McCoy of
will be of formal attire or the gold medal) to Louis L. Henry,
Bishopville; Sam B. Murphree of
senior of Clemson;
Troy, Ala.; Philip R. Nickles of
specified cadet uniform. Those
the Arnold R. Boyd Key was
Hodges; Fred A. Nimmer of
students desiring to wear the presented to Everett Winston Noel,
Ridgeland; Marvin R. Reese of
uniform will wear the follow- senior from Saluda;
Greer; James H. Sams of Cleming: freshman and sophomores,
the Sigma Pi Sigma Prize to
son; Wilbur E. Seigler, of Wagener; Robert P. Whitener of Union.
blouses and white duck pants; Forest Eugene Cookson, Jr., senThe new members of the Arnold
juniors, blouses, white duck ior of Clemson;
the William Shannon Morrison
Air Society have been currently
pants, and sash around the
Award ($50 and a gold medal) to
initiated. The formal initiation
waist; seniors, blouses, white Everette Winston Noel.
will take place Thursday, May 14.
duck pants, and sash over the
H9
*
*
• The new members will serve as
shoulder. It is not compulsory
AWARDS made from the School
guides at the Air Force display in
that freshmen and sophomores of Chemistry includeed the Alpha
the Textile building on Mother's
wear the cadet uniform. Any Chi Sigma Award to Joe F. MatDay, May 10. And on Friday, May
Erskine Hawkins and his orchestra will provide the music for
student may wear tuxedo or tison, sophomore of Be'lton;
16, they will put on a display at
the 1953 Taps Junior-Senior Ball to be held Friday and Saturdinner jacket.
the Mark Bernard Hardin Award
day nights in the college field house.
Donaldson Air Base.

Honor Students
Conclave Held At
Clemson May 1-2 Receive Awards
Alpha Chi Sigma

Mu Beta Psi
Elects Officers

I

L

IE

New Arnold Air
Society Members
Are Named

Top Military Students To
Get Awards At Parade
Mothers of Clemson men will be .honored in the annual
Mother's Day parade to be held this Sunday on Bowman
Field at 3:40 p. m.
Mrs. D. P. Cloaninger of Lykesland, selected Clemson's Mother o/
the Year by Tiger Brotherhood,
will review the parade. Also reviewing the parade will be Miss
Caroline Reames, this year's Honorary Cadet Colonel.
Outstanding military students
will be honored during the ceremonies preceding the parade.
Louis G. Darby, textile chemistry major of Charleston, will receive the award for best drilled
cadet. Darby will also be honMrs. D. P. Cloaninger will be ored as the best drilled junior.
H. A. Pickens, civil engineering
honored as Clemson's Mother of
the year during the regimental major of Anderson, is to be honored as the best drilled sophomore.
review this Sunday.

Best drilled freshman to be honored is J. M. Anderson, civil engineering major of Anderson.
H. D. Bickly will receive the
ribbons for the best drilled squad
of Company A-3.
A. M. Knight, civil engineering.
senior of Simpsonville, will be
honored as leader of the best drilled platoon, first platoon of Company B-4. R. L. Garrison, textile manufacturing senior of Pelzer, will
receive the honors for Company.
B-4, best drilled company. C. C.
Calhoun, textile manufacturing
senior of Greenville, will receive the guidon streamer for
Company A-3, best all-round
company.
David Morris, civil engineering
| sophomore of Shelby, N. C, will
receive the Executive Sergeant*
Club award for the neatest cadet.
Information on other awards to
be presented was not available at
press time.
The barracks will be open for
inspection Sunday morning from
9:00 a. m. until 3:00 p. m.
Displays, prepared by the different military branches, will be
set up around the campus. All
army displays will be open from
9:00 a. m. until 2:00 p. m., and
Air Force displays will be open
from 9:00 a. m. until 3:00 p. m.
All local churches will conduct
services Sunday morning.
There will be a concert by the
concert band in the College Chapel
at 2:00. The Freshman Platoon
will give an exhibition drill on
Bowman Field at 2:45 p. m. The
Pershing Rifles will' drill at 2:55
p. m., followed by an exhibition
drill at 3:05 p. m. by the Senior
Platoon.

Miss Caroline Reames of Winthroo College and Anderson will be honored as Clemson's 1953 Honorary Cadet
Colonel during the annual Mother's Day parade to be held
this Sunday. (Photo by Trjmmier).

Spring Inspection
Be Held May 11, 12
The annual spring inspection of the Clemson,, College
cadet corps by Army and Air Force officers will be held
here Monday and Tuesday, May 11 and 12.

Lutheran Student
Association Elects
1953-'54 Officers
The newly elected officers «t
Clemson of the Lutheran Student
Association of America are: Joe
Cleland, Lewistown, Pa., president; Carl Strick, Pomaria, secretary and treasurer; John Hoyer,
Butler, Pa., publicity director.
The installation of these officers will take place at the regular, Sunday Mother's Day service.
These officers will serve for the
1P53-54 school year.
The Clemson students who attended the Lutheran Student Association of America were: Joe
Clelan, Benny Amick, John Butt,
Benny Meetze, Karl Brandt, William Wiles, Howard Rawl, Curtis Sheely, John Shealy, Richard
Hiller, Carl Richardson, Lewis
Black, and accompanied by the
Reverend Enoch Stockman of the
Clemson Lutheran Church.
The
Southeastern
Regional
meeting of the Lutheran Student
Association of America was held'
at Lutheridge, N. C.

Headed by Colonel Franklin G.
Truyn from the Air University,
Montgomery, Alabama, and Colonel Elbot Watkins from the Third
Army Area, the inspecting boards
Clemson's Company C-4 of
will arrive Sunday afternoon to
Pershing Rifles won the fancy drill
review the cadet corp's formal and squad divisions of the soMother's Day parade.
ciety's 4th regimental drill meet
* * *
held Saturday, May 2, at the UniMONDAY,- the inspectors will
versity of Alabama.
sit in on ROTC classes and quesThe meeting was planned by
tion cadets on military subjects. the headquarters of the PR's 4th
Tuesday, they will inspect indi- regimental staff, which is located
vidual carets in the barracks and at Clemson. Forest E. Cookson,
the cadet corps as a whole on
•;--' —'~-«es senior of ClemBowman Field.
son, is the regimental commander.
The Army board under Colonel
. ... ijeuaniy, vocational agTruyn will have :the following ricultural education junior of Bamrepresentatives for the branches. berg, is the commander of the
They are the Army Lt. Col. company in the fancy drill comCharles D. Cassell, and Maj. Rich- petition. C. B. Bishop, chemistry
The Block and Bridle Club, made
ard F. Baldwin, artillery; Capt. junior of Bamberg led the winup
of animal husbandry majors,
James E. Blackwell, chemical en- ning squad.
will hold its annual banquet in the
gineers; Maj. J. J. Ross, quarterSaber Room of the Clemson House
master; Maj. F. S. Recher, ordMay 11, at 7:30 p. m. About one
nance; and Lt. Col. W. H. Wurdehundred members and guests are
mann and Maj. Gerand D. Turexpected to attend the steak suplong, representing the Signal
per.
Corps.
Fred Best of Balivants Ferry
The Senior Merit Trophy, which
* * «
SERVING under Colonel Truyn was elected president of the Clem- is given annually to the most outon the Air Force board will be son Collegiate Chapter of Future standing senior in the club, will
Lt. Col. John H. Thompson and Farmers of America at a meeting be awarded to J. O. Donkle. RunMaj. Kartin I. Sintow, all from held Tuesday night, May 5, in ner-up for the award is Joel
Bonds. He will receive a merit
the Air University at Montgom- the Education Building.
Harold Bedenbaugh of Lees- pin.
ery.
ville was elected vice president; Trophies and awards for winners
John R. Millsap of Gable, secre- ji the club's judging contest, which
tary; Clarence P. Hucks of Ay- %as held May 4, will also be prenor, treasurer; Ronald M. North sented at the banquet.
of Stockton, Ga., reporter; and
New officers for the coming
Edwin F. Nolley of Mpckville, N. school year were recently elected.
C, sentinel.
They are as follows: Jack Salters
In an effort to increase interest of Trio, president; Robert Tinsley
A National Science Foundation
Fellowship to Princeton has been and to give more members an of Laurens, vice-president; Luther
awarded to Forest E. Cookson, Jr., opportunity to serve as officers, Bowman, of Lowndesville, secrearts and sciences senior of Clem- the chapter also selected assist- tary; Walter Cottingham of Trio,
son. He will study in the field* of ants to all of the above posts ex- treasurer; and Rudy Adams of
Timmonsville, marshal.
cept the president.
theoretical physics.

Pershing Rifles Win
Competition Drill

Block & Bridle Will
Award Senior Merit
Trophy At Banquet

Clemson FFA
Holds Election

Princeton Fellowship
Awarded To Cookson

- - Welcome, Clemson Mothers!
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Behavior At Universities
In Contrast To Senior Day
It is difficult to refrain from heated vexation, unbecoming to a judicious editorial writer, in deploring law and
order violations by college students.
Somehow through the years, the tradition has developed that "college Jooys" are immune from conduct regulations prescribed by society for other youths.

The barnstorming by 1,000 students of Princeton University through the sedate town of Princeton, N. J., the
other night, including fights with policemen, invading a
local movie, emptying garbage cans on the streets, damaging automobiles, swarming over private lawns, etc.,
overswept barriers of condonable effervesence.

MOTHCIVS
J>AV

Such conduct is the more surprising because of the
mantle of superiority worn by that university and its men.

Yet on many campuses, authorities wink at or condone
extremist demonstrations of class or fraternity rivalty, and
year after year permit hazing tactics which are primitive
(certainly not intellectual) in their indignities and cruelties.
A public parade or spontaneous campus bonfire after
a game victory can pass as a phase of college spirit.
However, even students know when their conduct becomes an infringement upon public welfare.
Energies or collegians can be turned in constructive
directions by wise student leadership. An example is to
be found at Clemson College, where Senior Day recently
was observed. It was marked by a turnout of students to
prepare a big picnic area for forthcoming Mother's Day
observance. This was quite in contrast to some earlier
Senior Days.
A major college tradition, transcending the idea of
campus jollity, is that college men have more solemn responsibilities than special privileges, and that whether they
relish it or realize it, they are obligated to set an example
to less-favored young people.

With this school year coming to a close
within a very few weeks, the majority of
the student body is hoping that the administration and trustees of Clemson will take
into deep consideration this new grade
point system that has been adopted at
Clemson and return to the old style before
the next school session rolls around. I realize that this new system is supposed to improve scholarship, but I doubt very seriously that it will have any effect on the
students, except maybe prolong some of
them finishing school for another year from
the time that they had originally planned.
In some schools this new system of grade
points may go over great, but I feel it
never will at Clemson. There are too many
hours that a Clemson student spends on
military that he does not receive credit
hours for.
Now, if the administration would take
into consideration the fact that of the
100 sophomores that were interviewed
recently, 75% would graduate on time
under the old system, whereas only 56%
of them will graduate under the new
system, I believe they would agree with
the students that they are getting a rough
deal.

Dartmouth College, in New Hampshire is another
school of condescending attitude, yet the other day some of
its men students forced an eight-year-old boy to drink
liquor and got him drunk, in their version of a college
prank.
College presidetns and deans usually, to their credit,
adjure students to set before their community an example
of good citizenship, and usually are quick to deplore student
actions which cross the line from harmless animation to
pan vandalism, and even serious crime.

By Carroll Moore

It's A Serious Matter - Ratio
System; Don't Make A Ticket

(Editor's Note — The following editorial appeared in
the May 5 issue of The Anderson Independent) v

There is an allied tradition that when young men, who
have been well-behaved at home, go to college they are
expected to become rowdy.

Thursday, May 7,195*
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Why Doesn't Clemson Have An
Honor System? Are We Too Lazy?
By Bruce Parrish
At the risk of sounding trite and scaring
away potential readers of this column, I
would like to talk for a few minutes about
the "honor system." What honor system?
The one we don't have at Clemson!
Will an honor system work here? Do
Clemson students want an honor system?
The answer to the first question depends
on the second, and the answer to the second
is squarely up to us.
Honor has come a long way since the
days when the slightest provocation invited
a glove across the cheek and a choice of
weapons for a meeting at dawn. Certainly it was one extreme to make honor hardly more than a mere tool for the display
of duelling prowess.
But just as extreme, I am afraid, is the
complacent and totally unconcerned attitude toward this vital subject by a great
number of students today, including many
here at Clemson.

day by day, and every day's experience
adds its measure to the stature of the full
grown man.
We cannot expect to do a complete
about-face the minute we graduate from
Clemson and live up to the high ethical
standards of the business and professional world if we have not developed a
sense of honor and responsibility during
our college days.
Most of us will first become officers in
the United States Army or Air Force As
General Douglass, commanding officer of
Donaldson AFB, told us in his address last
fall, the life of an officer is based on a strict
honor system, and officers are expected to
instill the same sense of responsibility and
integrity into the men under their command.

If in the past, Clemson graduates had
been going out into the business world and

failing in whatever they attempted, I too,
would readily agree that it was time for a
change to insure scholarship, but this is
not the case. It is a known fact that Clemson graduates have a high rating and do
not find it difficult to secure jobs, so why
all the confusion about changing the standards that have been set here at the school?
I say, along with the students, if this
new rule is to continue to exist, give us
credit for hidden hours that we have in
military, or switch back to the old style. It
is a serious matter and should be considered deeply by those who were responsible,
for the change.
A WORD TO THE WISE IS SUFFICIENT
With the big dances coming up this weekend, there are probably some boys already
starting to work on their counterfeit tickets in order to keep from paying the set
price. Just a little warning, boys; if you
are caught at the dance with a ticket other
than one that is sold by the CDA, or without a ticket at all, it will be plenty rough
for you in the Commandant's Office.
Any student caught in an act such as this
will be turned over to the Commandant and
will be dealt with in a military manner. It's
up to you, but the chance is slim and the
risk is tremendous,
ideas.

Your Student Government-This Week
By Claude Simpson and Ronald North
The Student Assembly met in its first
"lame duck" session Thursday night, April
30.
The first item on the agenda was a discussion of the Juice Shop. It was brought
to the attention of the assembly that Gene
Willimon promised to look into the matter
of the price of coffee served in paper cups.
Since the price still remains 13c, there must
be a valid' reason. Claude Simpson was
appointed to contact Mr. Willimon about
this and make a report before the assembly.
Further discussion brought up the subject
of campaign material being left around the
campus after elections. It is the duty of
each candidate, win or lose, to help keep
the campus clean by removing all posters,
banners, and other material immediately
after the elections.
The biggest topic brought before the Assembly was the report of the Student Com-

mittee on scholarship, presented by Dave
Milling. Since the full text of the report
was a section on recom|aendations for increasing study time and scholarship.
Some of the recommendations were: try
to limit labs, to three a week, have no extra
drills, eliminate long roll as a formation,
but still require cadets to remain in the
barracks after 8:30, permanently move retreat to 5:30, have compulsory lights out at
taps for freshman and sophomore classes,
limit extra curricular activities, give four
credits forjnilitary science, or drop the extra hour, give credit for drill and, finally,
if a course is failed, repeated, and passed,
drop the-.first grade.
The report was approved, and will be
submitted to Dr. Sheldon.
We would like to report that the South
Carolina Association of Student Government Convention held at Clemson, April
23-24 was a wonderful success, and the delegation from Clemson picked up some fine

Shady dealings and unethical practices
may seem to bring quick immediate returns, but eventually will lose for a man
Honor, I believe, ig a problem primarily
the respect of his friends jfiid business asof each individual's shouldering the persociates. Don't let an attitude of careless
sonal responsibility for his own work.
unconoern for basic honesty and decency
College students are not living apart in keep Clemson men from being the kind
By Earl Carnes
some sheltered, secluded, rosy Utopia "pre- who will reflect credit on themselves and
With every band that comes Frankie Laine just released and go, Duke Ellington and his
along it seems the main aim is to "Ramblin Man" and "I Let Her following always survive the
Yesterday Clemson recognized its outstanding students paring for life." They are living life now, their alma mater.
place a tune in the top ten tunes Go", both done with the typical rush. His* latest recordings feain scholarship. It is gratifying to note that high standards
of the country. When this hap- Laine drive . . . Champ Butler ture Jimmy Grissom on the voare being set by these honored students and to know that
pens once, the band is considered gives out with a couple of his cals and a band that can simply
up and coming; twice, they pretty better sides in "Take These be defined as a Duke Ellington
Clemson is on an incline towards higher scholarship standwell have it made; three times Chains From My Heart" and "I'm orchestra , .. Buddy Morrow, who
ings.
By Grady Daniel
and they're out of this world. Walking Behind You" ... Vic just recently came to everyone's
With
this in consideration I would Damone's "April in Portugal" is attention with his record of
Lately there have been complaints that scholarship at The 8 o'clock sun shone brightly who ran her fingers lovingly
him from somewhere. I recognized say that Ralph Marterie is in the still climbing on the hit parade "Night Train", has come up with
Clemson is remarkably low. This could not be necessarily through the Venetian blinds. I was through my hair as I instinctively him by th vampire-like glare in third class. His first big hit was . . . Johnny Desmond has come another good swing hit in "Heap
so in sight of the fact that fifty scholarships, awards, and sitting at the typewriter trying ducked her swing. I apologized his bloodshot eyes—my blood at "Pretend," but before it had up with his first record in quite Big Beat" .. .Stan Getz (Former
even started to cool off he had a while that promises to do any- Kenton Kid) has formed his own
prizes were given to students yesterday for their high vainly to compose a letter to a for having upset her and she re- that.
another one with his waxing of thing for his career with his style outfit and done, some cool sides
scholastic standings, and that several hundred students girl friend of mine during work- plied in her soft, gravel-toned
With my bottom lip-protruding "Caravan". His latest release, on "Danger" .... The Hilltoppers on "Lover Come Back to Me"
were recognized for having achieved either Highest Honors, ing hours. In the first place I voice, "Why don't you watch
somewhat I gave him a gust of "Crazy, Man, Crazy," is well on who have just had one hit with and "Tis Autumn" . . . The ModHigh Honors, or Honors.
wasn't in the best of moods. It where you're going, you graceful halitosified air that sent him reel- its way to join the others.
"If I Were King" have done it ernaires have turned out a couwas one of those days when every- imbecile!" Nevertheless, I de- ing upside down right between the In the vocal department the again with "I'd Rather Die ple of neat ones in "He Who Has
Love" and "Say You're Mine
Clemson is proud of these students and equally proud thing goes wrong and if you break cided to be the perfect gentleman
male song birds are really out- Young" . . .
keys of the typewriter. Frantically doing their counter parts . . . No matter what bands come Again."
of the mark they have made for their school.
a shoelace when you put on your so I handed her a handful of en- I looked in to see him but he was
shoes in the morning it turns out velopes that I had snagged and al- not. I cared not but sat in vigil
to be a crisis. I was pondering lowed her the honor of rounding just the same. A heavier craft flew
over the delicious breakfast that up the rest.
down to his rescue (a fly) and
I had eaten—Salted railroad rails I looked at my watch. It didn't alighted right on the "N" key. I
and a cup of hot lead, no cream, say anything. The hour was ex- friendishly gave the key a tap and
just sugar. And suddenly through actly 1000. Time for my morning put an "N" to him. Then I thought
my red-hot reverie came a pesky, coke. I walked up the hall, turn- I should go in after the 'squito but
whining drone like that of a mos- ed left, did a sharp right flank, a decided against it because I didn't
By Alan Cannon
Clemson A £ M"
"He Rears For
quito. My eyeballs revolved them- halt, then a left face, and address- want to get on my hands. "Might
In spite of the crude and make- used to set up the gag returns of selves slowly around in their
Member of Intercollegiate Press and Associated Collegiate Press
shift stage, the Clemson Little Harry Brock and Billie Dawn. Mr. sockets. It was a mosquito, the ed the coke machine. Depositing a as well relapse a while and wait
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly during the school year by the students of
penny (for Jimmy Byrnes) and on him," I thought,
Theater presented one of the very Vogel's first performance with the
Clemson College.
best productions of its history this Clemson Little Theater was sur- dirty varment!
then a nickel I lifted the door. For
THE
TIGER
is
South
Carolina's
oldest
college newspaper. Its claim, "The South's Most Inter"When
I
awoke
I
heard
Big
Ben
•week.
prisingly good. John Bennet, who I eased myself out of the chair six cents I drew an empty slot. I
esting College Newspaper," is based on circulation, comments, and general attitude of those who
striking
one
in
the
A.
M.
(Not
a
The unabridged, unedited, hilar- also proficiently directed the play, and quietly lined the strange craft inserted a penny and then another
read it.
ious comedy, "Born Yesterday," turned in his best performance of up between the palms of my two n,ickel, this time somewhat exas- 'squito but the time.) "Drat the
Tommy Green
luck—I fell asleep on watch: I
was unique for Clemson College the season as Paul Verreal, the upperated.
As
I
peered
in
through
hands.
"Clap!"
Just
as
my
hands
Editor
and the community. Although the right newspaper reporter.
could have b«f£n wounded again,"
were closing he gave 'er the gun the open door I saw the metal thought I. After checking closely
Bruce Parrish
limits of the Episcopalian parish
Carroll Moore
The minor parts bandied by
house hindered the staging of the Professor John Hunter, Peter and did a barrel-roll right over the between two empty slots. "Old
Associate
Editor
Managing Editor
production, the acting was of such Beck, John Haytas, Dusty An- fop of my left hand. He then set faithful" was playing jokes again. and finding no tracks I proceeded
Jack
Trirnmier
a calibre to reduce the handicaps drews, Mr. Frederick Wagner, himself on a straight course and I gave it a slight kick than dented to go in after him. Fifteen thousand
Frank Anderson
Photographer
Donald Dunlap
to a negligible quality.
Pat Player, and Bill Muwy, headed for the open doorway the bottom part of the machine, and three screws and thirty and
Sports Editor
Tom
Livingston
two-thirds
feet
of
typewriter
ribNews Editor
Outstanding- in her perform- proved that the Clemson group which led to the hall. "Oh no you and it reluctantly spit out twelve
Business
Manager
bon
later,
I
espied
him
still
somehas
an
adequate
supply
of
talent
ance of Billie Dawn, the dumb
don't," I muttered as I lit in right cents. Refusing to play coke
what goofy from the gas I had
Val Forgett
blond, was Greta Smallow, who from which to choose.
Bob Bethune
behind him. I stepped into the roulette, I walked back to the ofcame to Clemson stage for the
given him. I then clamped on the
Circulation Manager
The staging, though sufficient, hall right into a secretary loaded fice.
Advertising Manager
first time. The Clemson Little lagged behind the rest of the pro
souchers, hurried laid a smoke
Asst. Advertising Manager
L."W.' King"-..————
Theater benefited from her past duction. The production staff, sup down with correspondence, and Seating myself at the typewriter screen (with Camels), and rushed
-Asst.
Circulation Manager
both
of
us
were
sent
sprawling
on
Murray
Bates
_
experiences in both amateur and plied by the Alpho Phi Omega fraonce more I began to read what I him with a pair of forceps. He act,
__ Copy Editor
our
imaginations
in
the
middle
of
Joe
McCown
-^«_—
professional production. Her con- ternity, furnished the manpower
,. ,. Feature Editor
John David Patrick
_——~~
vincing performance as Billie set necessary to present the third and the floor. I wondered why the had written. No sooner had I ed somewhat surprised as my
Asst. Sports Editor
Bob Wheeler
,
thing (the mosquito) had to pick parked myself than I saw another clamps bit into his flimsy fuselage
the pace for the entire produc- final show of the year.
_
Asst. News Editor
Charles Sanders
,
—
my
office.
I
watched
all
the
lettion.
Asst. News Editor
The production proved that with ters as they came floating down approaching at about 8 feet. He and with a blind stab at his tor-r
Billy Cooper
,
Dick Edgeworth
Asst. to the Business Manager
adequate equipment and perman- like a huge rectangular snowf lakes hung* there a few minutes checking mentor he made a coil spring of his
Gilbert Miller, who payed the ent facilities the Clemson Little
John D. Lane, Faculty Adviser John Califf _ News Bureau Brent Breedin, Athletic Publicity
his proboscis then peeled off in
part of Harry Brock, the multi- Theater could produce outstanding —I wondered again if my enemy a jet-like dive, putting on his air wicked beak.
STAFF
R. E. Holman, Chuck Burnette, Alan Cannon, John Haytas, Ed Eaton.
millionaire junk dealer, handled entertainment for the Clemson had navigated through the bliz- brakes about four inches from my I withdrew him triumphantly
Roger Yike, J. H. Greene.
zard.
As
I
gazed
into
the
stratohis part with the grossness that cadets and the Clemson communiADVISORY STAFF—Louis Henry, Charles Meiburg, Glenn Morrison, Harold Owen, Johnny
nose. After he had set his craft and marched over by the window
sphere
I
saw
him
dip
a
wing
mockwas intended by the author. The ty.
Fletcher.
[
down very lightly on the very tip where I glued his flaps together.
characterization of Harry was Dr. The cadet response to this show ingly at me as he glided easily of my nose he just sat there and To this day I'll never forget the
~~
Office Phone 6221
Box
269,
Clemson,
S.
C.
into
a
cloud
bank
of
cigar
smoke
Miller's best performance during was tremendous. It is hoped that
glared at me. I didn't say anything. blood-curdling scream he let out as
" Entered as Second Class Matter at the Post Office, Clemson, S. C.
his association with the Clemson in the future the students will take that was wandering aimlessly He didn't either. I thought I had I hurtled him out the window
$2.00
down the hall with a man in it.
Subscription Rate .
Little Theater.
advantage of the opportunities afnot encountered this one before eight stories down to where a
Represented by National Advertising Service
John Bennet and Henry Vogel forded them by these exceptional He had left me there to battle it but as I focused on him more close- mocking bird was waiting open420 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
out with an enraged secretary ly it dawned on me that I knew mouthed to gobble him up!
jpbly handled the straight lines productions.
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'Born Yesterday' Is Hit
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Board Of Visitors
Inspecting Campus
The 1953 Board of Visitors arrived on the campus yesterday and will conclude their stay here tomorrow afternoon after presenting their report to the Board of Trustees.

Officer* of Bine Key, national honorary leadership and service fraternity, were elected at *
Rieetlnr held Monday night. They are (left to
right) Lawrence Gressett, recording secretary;

Mike McMillan, president; Jerry Dempsey, vicepresident; and Jerry Hanunett, corresponding
secretary. (Photo by jack Trtanmier.)

McMillan To Head Blue Key
Mike McMillan, architecture junior of Greenville, was
elected .president'of Blue Key, national honorary service Lt. Allen Assigned
and leadership fraternity, at a meeting of the organization To Fort Jackson
held Monday night, May 3. He succeeds Gene Shuford, Second Lieutenant Harris War.
textile manufacturing senior of Forest City, N. C
ren Allen, son of Mr. and Mrs.

Other officers named were
Jerry Dempsey, mechanical engineering junior of Anderson, vicepresident; Laurence Gressette, arts
end sciences junior of St. Matthews, recording secretary; Jerry
Hammett, animal husbandry junior of Kingstree, corresponding

secretary; Dickie McMahan, architecture junior of Columbia,
alumni secretary; and Hugh Humphries, mechanical engineering
junior of Sumter and Bill Reutershan, textile manufacturing senior
of Springfield, N. J., co-editor of
the Blue Key Directory.

E. W. Allen of Clio, South Carolina, has been assigned to Fort
Jackson, South Carolina, for duty
with Post Quartermaster Office.
Lieutenant Allen attended
Clemson College from 1948 to
1952 and received his commis
^ion through ROTC in January of
this year.

The Board of Visitors, com.
posed of "representatives from the
six districts in South Carolina,
are here to inspect the facilities
at the college.
E. Berrien Sanders of Ritter
and The Rev. Ralph S. Meadowcroft of Charleston are representing District 1; Dr. Walter J. Bristow of Columbia and Senator
Marshall B. Williams, Orangeburg; District 2; Senator J. J.
Wheeler of Saluda, George W.
Gage of Anderson, and W. L.
Irwin of Pickens, District 3; H,
T. Edwards of Inman, V. D. Ramseur, Sr., of Greenville, District
4; C. H. Albright of Rock Hill,
District .5; and Throop C. CroslarM of Bennettsville, Dr. O. T.
Finklea of Florence, Joseph B.
Clements of Florence, A. J. Rog.
ers Of Fork, District 6.
William H. Grier of Rock Hill
is the hold-over member from
1952.
The itinerary for yesterday included observations, of the school
of engineering and the •shop building; the hospital; and conferences
with Dean H. P. Cooper on agricultural teaching and research,
and Dr. Poole on the administration here at Clemson.
Today the representatives visited the field house, stadium, wa.
ter plant, YMCA, dairy barn, hog
barn, orchards and poultry plant.
They also had dinner with the
cadet corps in the mess hall and
observed the School of Textiles.
On May 8, the group will visit
the School of Chemistry and
Geology, the Graduate School,
School of Education, college library, and the fertilizer inspection and analysis building.
The Board of Visitors will select a hold-over member for 1953
after presenting the report of its
findings to the board of trustees.

Thompson Wili
Speak At Vesper
Service May 10
Fred D. Thompson, veteran
North American "Y" leader, will
speak at the "Y" vespers on Sunday, May 10. For the last twelve
months he has helped develop
the YMCA at Nazareth, strongest Christian outpost in the striferidden Middle East..
Mr. Thompson has had' experience also as an FBI agent, has
served with the Boy Scout Movement, being the first Scout executive in the entire Southwest
area, and has also served as State
Boy's Work Secretary in Louisi
ana, Virginia, and New York before1 going to the Near East.
Mr. Thompson comes to Clemson as a representative of the
World Service Program of the
YMCA. B. D. Cloaninger, chairman of the Clemson College
YMCA Advisory Board, is chairman of the World Service Committee for the board.
The vespers will begin at 6:05
p.m., and immediately following
the service there will be a Dutch
supper at the YMCA Cafeteria.

EAT AT

Sam's Luncheonette

The Clemson Senior Platoon wiU drill before the
annual regimental review to be held Sunday at-

ternoon. (Photo by Johnny Fletcher),

Senior Platoon Covers
Wide Area This Year
This year the Senior Platoon covered moie miles on its trips lor exhibition drills than any previous
platoon.
The Platoon in addition to its
regular drlls for home games and
the State Fair Classic, put on exhibitions in Kentucky for the

Clemson-Kentucky football game,
and in New Orleans for the Mardi
Gras festivities. The platoon's drill
in Louisana was so well received
that the group has been invited to
drill again next year.
The Senior Platoon has not finished its drilling for the year. An

exhibition Is scheduled for Mothers' Day, and another is to be put
on in Yankee Stadium on May 19.
The Senior Platoon it lead bjr
Ray Bell. Tom Eskew is the business manager, and Major Jack
Hamlin is the faculty advisor.

"Something From the Jeweler Is Always Special"
ON

MOTHERS DAY

Clemson Jewelers
"The Country Gentlemen's Jeweler"

116 North Main Street
ANDERSON, S. C.

PICTURES AT

CLEMSON T
"ON THE CAMPUS"
MAY 8-9

"I LOVE MELVIN"
Starring
Debbie Reynolds, Donald
O'Connor
A first run Metro Picture
SATURDAY MORNING

'THE MYSTERIOUS
RIDER"
A Zane Grey Picture
SAT. NIGHT & MONDAY:

"THE LADY WANTS
MINK"
Starring
Eve Arden, Dennis O'Keefe
MAY 11.12

"JUST FOR YOU"
Bing Crosby, Jane Wymant
MAY 12-13

"THE WOMAN THEY
ALMOST LYNCHED"
John Lund, Audrey Totter, and
Brian Donlevy
MAY 13-14

'PERILOUS JOURNEY'
Sponsors for Taps for the Taps Junior-Senior
Ball are, top row: Mrs. Suzanne Milling, form-*
•rly of McKeesport, Pennsylvania, for the editor, Dave Milling; Mis* Joy Mungo, of Pageland
and Winthrop College, for the business manager, Charlie McCown; Miss Esther LaBruce,
•f Columbia and The University of South Carolina, for the designed, Dickie McMahan. 2nd
tow: Miss Barbara Cornwell, of Anderson and
Anderson College, for the elasses editor, Jim-

my Vause; Miss Carolyn Austin, of Wadesboro,
N. C, and Duke University, for the advertising manager, Ab Allen; Miss Bobbie Ligon, of
Anderson College and Anderson, for the fea-.
ture editor, Bobbie Duke. 3rd row: Miss Pat
Wells, of Anderson, for the military editor,
Scotty Monroe; Miss Mary Francis Whitmire,
of Greenville, for the sports editor, Henry Tindal; Miss Jean Deason, of Clemson, for the
photographer, Jack Trimmier.

Vera Ralston, Scott Brady
Adm. Saturday Morning 9c
Moat other pictures 25c plus 5c
tax (All of these pictures are
first run with the exception of
JUST FOR YOU).

Entertainment To Be Bill fir Hattie's Drive-In Restaurant
SHORT ORDERS
SANDWICHES
Held By Scabbard
—Open 24 Hours—
And
Blade Initiates
2 1-2 Miles Out of Clemson on Seneca Highway
The new initiates of Scabbard
and Blade, National Military Fraternity, are to entertain the old
members at a meeting to be held
Saturday night, May 9, in the
lobby of the Clemson House.
The new members have been informally initiated, this past week
and will have their formal initiation next week.
The new members are W. L.
Bross, W. W. Bellamy, W. F. Webb,
J. T. Gibbs, C. M. McClure, H. C.
Humphries, R. L. Squires, B. K.
Chrietzberg, J. E. Dempsey, and
J. W. Phillips.

Sporting Goods

SKELTON SERVICE STATION
CLEMSON, S. C.
See us for wheel-balancing and let us service your car
for those week-end trips.

, They'll ALL Be Wearing 'Em
Your MOTHER and Your GIRL!

Hardware

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
ANDERSON, S. C.

MOTHERS DAY CORSAGES

Heating and Air Conditioning
408 N. MAIN STREET
ANDERSON, S. C.

The Brains of the Team
Teamwork can work miracles. In^-a football game the man
who sparks these miracles is the quarterback. He's the man
who calls the signals. There's a man who calls the signals
for an Air Force flying team, too!
They call him an Aircraft Observer.
Do YOU have what it talc** to become an Aircraft Obierver?

It isn't easy. It's tough. You have to be a MAN to qualify
as an Aircraft Observer. But when you are one, brother,
you're SOMEBODY! The success or failure of a mission involving over a million dollars worth of flight equipment
depends on you.
THi AIRCRAFT* OBSERVER IS THE SOMEBODY WHO:

As Bombardment Officer, is number one man on a bombing
run, the man who controls the plane in the target area!
As Navigation Officer, is the pilot's guiding hand on every
flight!
As Radar Officer, is master of a new science and operator
of the device that sees beyond human sight!
As Aircraft Performance Engineer Officer, is the one who
"keeps the plane flying", the man who knows his plane in-

side and out, who keeps it fit for the skies and sees that it
stays there!
If YOU can accept a challenge like this, you'll take your
place beside the best—you'll find your future in the clouds!

v

TO BE QUALIFIED you must be single, a citizen, between 19
and 2&A years old, have had at least 2 years of college and
be in tip top physical shape. If this describes you, then
YOU, too, can qualify. Today!
HERE'S WHAT YOU'LL GET! The world's best training. Good
food and plenty of it. Uniforms, flight clothes, equipment
Medical and dental care. Free insurance. Flight training in
Uncle Sam's greatest aircraft.
AND THEN, AFTER GRADUATION, you'll win your silver
wings, and earn more than $5000 a year as an Air Force
Lieutenant. You'll enjoy an adventurous, exciting career
with a hand-picked crew of real men. You'll be THE BRAINS
OF THE TEAM, A TRIPLE THREAT MAN... as a Bombardment Officer, as a Navigation Officer, as a Radar Officer, as
an Aircraft Performance Engineer.

THE SOONER YOU APPLY, THI SOONER YOU FLY!
©IT THi DETAILS: Visit your nearest Air Force Base or Air Force Recruiting Officer. Or write to Director
of Training, Headquarters, USAF, Washington 25, D.C., Attention: Aviation Cadet Branch. If you are
in a school that has an Air Force ROTC program, see your Professor of Air Science and Tactics.

New Aircraft Observer Cadet Training Classes Begin Every Two Weeks

Orchids _ $3,50 up
OTHER CORSAGES

BILL MARTIN HEATING COMPANY

AIRCRAFT OBSERVER

$1.50 up

CLEMSON FLORIST
PHONE 5159

*£!SSr^

AIRCRAFT
OBSERVER PROGRAM
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Tigers To Meet Gamecocks Friday And Saturday
Bengals Need Both Wins TIGERS SPLIT WITH CITADEL O'Dell Winner Of Esquire
For Tournament Hopes ON ROAD TRIP LAST WEEKEND 'Player Of Week' Award
Friday, the Clemson baseball club will travel to Co-

=^r

me*
By Frank Anderson

Last Friday and Saturday the
In the second game of the two
The winner of this week's Esquire award for the outC -mson College baseballers jour- game series, the Tigs were deneyed into the lower part of the feated by The Citadel Bulldogs standing baseball player of the week is Billy O'Dell, Clemstate for a two day stand with by the score of 5-1. The game son's stellar southpaw pitching sensation.
The Citadel Bulldogs. In the first was played at Stoney Field in
The award, which is a shirt, is —^——-^—————————
contest, played «t' Orangeburg, Charleston, S. C.
awarded to the outstanding Ti- games in the ninth inning.
Billy O'Dell, southpaw hurler for
This defeat was a hard blow ger baseball player of the week.
He has been the workhorse of
the Tigs, pitched one hit ball to
fr the Tigs. It may knock The winner of the award is se- the Clemson mo id staff thi»
swamp the Bulldogs 5-0. On Satthem out of a berth in the lected each week by the sports year. He has pitched a total of
urday the game was held in
Southern Conference
tourna- staff of The Tiger. Each week fifty-four and one-third innings.
Charleston with the Bulldogs
there will be a short article on This gives him a won-loss averment.
revenging their loss of the prethe winner of the award for that age of .555. He has the lowest
Big
Robbie
Saylors
started
on
vious day, 5-1, behind the threethe mound for the Tigers, but week.
earned run average
on
tht
hit pitching of Paul Chapman.
O'Dell was selected this week mound staff, with a 2.18 averag*.
The first game of Clemson's was lifted in favor of Humphries
scheduled two-game series with after pitching only 3 2-3 innings. for his outstanding pitching perThe
Citadel was really a pitching After Humphries came Bubba formance against The Citadel
The South Carolina Gamecocks
masterpiece
on the part of Billy Free and Ben Crosland. The big Bulldogs in the.first game of the
closed out their dual meet track
damage had been done in the two game series played last
season on Saturday by soundly O'Dell, Tiger southpaw pitching
early innings, however, and the weekend. The game in which
ace.
The
game
was
played
at
beating the Tigers, 92 1-3 to 38
Momow Field in Orangeburg, S game was on ice for The Citadel Billy turned in his fine perform2-3.
ance was played at Mirmow Field
C, with the Tigs winning, 5 to 0. boys after the third inning.
Clemson was able to take
Paul Chapman, The Citadel in Orangeburg last Friday night.
Billy pitched a brilliant, oneonly four firsts in the meet.
SUMMER
In this game, O'Dell pitched
hit ball game in going the pitcher, was very effective in
The high scorer for the Benroute against the boys from allowing the Tigers only three a beautiful lio-hit ball game
SLACKS
gals was once again Dreher
The Citadel. He fanned six- hits along the nine inning route. for six innings. In the sixth,
Gaskins. ,He made a tremen.
The usually potent bats of the Citadel pitcher Bubba Williams
teen men on strikeouts and is.
dous heave of 145 feet to take
No
Tiger lashed a single Into left field.
sued only one free pass, that Tigers were silent.
a first in the discus and he
one coming in the ninth in- collected more than one hit. Bob- This was the only Citadel safes
also took third * • the shot put.
by Morris' triple was the only ty of the night.
ning.
( The high scorer, for the GameIn addition to pitching this
O'Dell showed some
of his extra-base blow that the hapless
cocks t was Wilcher with a total
greatest stuff of the season in boys from Clemson could muster. one-hitter, Billy fanned sixteen
of 11 1-4 points.
Buddy Friedlin, Citadel short- Bulldogs, while issuing only one
winning his fourth victory of the
Summary:
current campaign. He was knock- stop, was the leading hitter in free pass. This walk came in
100 yard dash—1. Drawdy (S ed from the no-hit ranks in the the eight-hit Bulldog attack, col- the last of the ninth.
SHOPS FOR MEN
C); 2. Cory (C); 3. Griffin (C) sixth inning when Williams, the lecting two hits in four trips to
O'Dell has pitched in ' nine
:10.1.
games, receiving credit for five
Bulldog pitcher, lashed a single the plate.
Clemson
Greenville
wins against four losses. Thus
220 yard dash—7. Wilcher (SC); into left field.
SECOND GAME
far, Billy has lost three of his
2. Drawdy (SC); 3. Cory (C);
The win gave the Tigers a SUMMARY:
Clemson
ab r h e Citadel
abrkc
:22.3.
hold on second place in the Coker. 2b
4 0 0 llNewton. cf
3 1 1 0|
4 0 15
440 yard dash—1. Wilcher (SC); Southern Division of the South- Blackston.ss 4 10 OjDenny, p
Barnett, If
4 0 1 OiWalker. rf
4 0 0 0i
2. Hulon (SC); 3. Carter (C); ern Conference flag race. At W. Morris,3b 4 0 1 lj Allen. If
4 0 0 0'1
4 0 1 Oichapman, p mi
the conclusion of this game, B.Morris,c
108 North Main Street
:51.0.
Brodie. lb
3 0 0 0! strange, lb
4 0 10'
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN
3 0 0 C Friedlin. ss
4 12 5
880 yard run—1. Roberts (SC); the Tigs had won nine and Brown, cf
Saylors, p
10 0 0.Merrell, c
3 111
2. Hornsby
(SC); 3. Robbins lost only four.
YOUNG MEN AND STUDENTS
Humphries.p 10 0 0|j-Long
0 0 0 0
Bill Barnett, Clemson's fresh- Free, p
0 0 0 0|
(SC); 2:00.8.
GREENVILLE
SOUTH CAROLINA
Crosland, p 0 0 0 lj
One-mile run—1. Blair (SC); man left-fielder, blasted a bases- a-Pagliei
1 0 0 0i !
empty
single
in
the
sixth
inning.
2. Reeves (SC); 3. Counts (C);
Totals
31 1 3 1
Totals
Bobby Morris and Brodie dou4:45.9.
bled, to deliver the rest of the a-struckout for Humphries in eighth.
Two-mile run —- 1. Inabinet
f-Ran for Friedlin in eighth.
Tiger extra-base blows.
(SC); 2. Phillips (SC); 3. Irwin
Barnett was the leading hitter CLEMSON _____ — —000 001 00O—1
(C); 10:33.8.
for the Tigs with two hits in five CITADEL _______ —002 100 llx—5
120 yard high hurdles—1. Mar- trips to the plate. Williams' hit
E—Coker, Blackston, Brodie, W-. Mortin (SC); 2. Mason (C); 3. Spotts was the lone Citadel safety.
ris, Chapman, Strange, Rierson. RBI—
Kingsmore, Denny 2. Friedlin, Rierson.
(SC); :16.3.
2B—Denny. Rierson. 3B—B. Morris. BB—
FIRST GAME
Newton, Walker. S—Morrell, Newton. DP
220 yard low hurdles—1. Whet—Denny,.
Friedlin, Strange. LOB—Clemstone (SC); 2. Enory (SC); 3. SUMMARY:
ab r h e Citadel
»b r h e son 6, Citadel 8. BB—Chapman 3, Saylors
Clemson
Mason (C); :26.4.
4 0 1 OjNewton, cf
3 0 0 0 1, Humphries 1. SO—Saylors 1, HumphCoker, 2b
5 0 1 l|Denny, 2b
4 0 0 1: ries 5, Creeland 1, Chapman 9. HO—
King, ss
Mile relay—1. S. Carolina. Hu- Kings'e,
3 0 1 0'Walker, rf
3 0 0 0 Saylors 5 in 3 2-3 innings; Humphries 1
rf
lon, Cunningham, Roberts and Morris,3b
4 11 0 Allen, c
4 0 0 0 in 3 1-3 innings; Free 2 in 0 innings;
3 11 1: Chapman, If 3 0 0 0 Crosland 0 in 1 inning. WP—Chapman.
Brodie, lb
Wilcher). 3:31.6.
B. Morris, c 4 0 1 0i Friedlin, ss 3 0 0 1 LP—Saylors. U—Henry and Metly. T—
3 10 OStrange, lb
3 0 0 1 2:25.
Shot put—1. Kirby (C); 2. De Brown, cf
4 10 0 Rierson, 3b
3 0 0 0
O'Dell, p
fore/ (SC); 3. Gaskins (C); 43
Williams, p
3 0 10
feet^ 3 3-4 inches.
STOP AT
Totals
35 5- 8 2 Totals
30 0 1 3
Discus—1. Gaskins (C); 2. Si- a-Batted for Newton in ninth.
010 101 200—5
BRING YOUR DATES OR PARENTS IN THIS
las (SC); 3. Hodges (C); 145 CLEMSON_
CITADEL _.. __ ._ .... _ —000 000 000—0
feet.
, 2B—B. Morris, Brodie. !3B—W. Morris.
for Sandwiches and Shakes.
WEEK-END FOR THE BEST STEAKS IN TOWN?
Javelin—1 Odom (C); 2. Ber- HR — Barnett 6 (non-onl. SB. — Kingsmore, King. SO—O'Dell 16. BB—O'Dell 1
Open
til Midnight nightly
ry (SC); 3. Drawdy (SC); 178 Williams 4. TJ—Henry and Mottly. Scorer
—Breedin.
feet, 7 inches.
Broad jump—1. Fabian C); 2.
Berry (SC); 3. Summer (C); 20
feet, 10 1-2 inches.
High jump—1. Summer (SC);
2-3. Martin (SC), and Mitchell
(SC) (tie); 6 feet, 1 1-4 inches.
Pole vault—1. Robinson (SC);
2-3-4. Darouse
(SC), Cochran
(C), and Fain (C) (three-way
tie); 12 feet, 6 inches.

lumbia to play the Carolina Gamecocks. This will be the
last meeting of the two clubs, and the Tigers will be trying
for a sweep of the two game series,
In the last meetings of the
teams, Clemson won the first game
by a lop-sided score of 13 to 4,
but lost the second game, 9 to 7.
Billy O'Dell pitched the first
game, and struck out 16 batsmen.
In one inning, he struck out three

-CINDERS WILL BE FLYING IN CLINTON
The 1953 Olympiad of South Carolina is scheduled for
Friday and Saturday on the Presbyt rian College track in h^2TJ^2lTTi _™f
Freshman shortstop, Dick Hus
Clinton. All South Carolina colleges will bring their sey, led the home team in hitting
strongest contenders in each event hoping to pile up with three for four. Hofforth,
enough points to emerge the victor in South Carolina's Gamecock third sacker, collected
two for four.
main track meet of the season.
ninth inning jinx visited
South Carolina track records, most of which have been theThe
Tigs in the second game, and
standing for many years, will totter and a few may fall.
caused them to lose the contest.
Coach "Rock" Norman's cindermen, who inciden- This loss also dropped them into
tally, took second place behind P. C. last year, will fourth place in the Southern Conference Southern Division.
have to do some mighty fancy stepping if they expect
Neil Bates, freshman from Wato overtake the high-flying runners and field men terloo, started for the Tigers. He
from the University of South Carolina and the host ran into trouble in the seventh
inning after pitching fine ball, and
team, Presbyterian.
had to be relieved. Saviors and
The Country Gentlemen have run up against both of j Hail 'a_o had" trouble" with the
these strong contenders this year and were beaten by each Gamecock batsmen and Bubba
team by a margin of sixty points. Carolina and Presbyte- Free finished the game.
rian have also met this season,, with the Gamecocks edging The . Tigers outhit the Carolina
team, but the Gamecock hits came
the boys from P. C. Whoever can hit the hardest and the when they were most needed.
quickest will emerge victorious when the laurels are passed Brodie was the leading hitter for
Clemson with three hits in four
out Saturday.
-WILL RECORDS FALL?
There is a possibility that at least seven records, set
by state tracksters in the past, may go down in the record
books as past performances. One of these records is m the
hands of Tiger cinderman Dreher Gaskins. In a duel meet
with the University of South Carolina last week-end "Goon"
heaved the discus 145 feet which, if thrown in the state
meet, will be a new record. The present record is held by
King of Furman, who threw the disc 142 feeet 6 inches in
1937.
Two Presbyterian entries have a possibility of going
down in the books as record setters this year. E. M. Watt
in last year's state meet bettered the broad jump record
but stepped over the board in his takeoff. In the meet with
Clemson this year he came within 1-4 of an inch of tying the
record. Watt also came within six-tenths of a second of
tying the state record in the 120 high hurdles this year.
The other Presbyterian entry who will endanger a
state mark is John Fessperman. Fessperman has run two
miles in 10 minutes 10 seconds and hopes to speed it up a
little to better the state record of 10 minutes 4 reconds.
The one mile run record is also in danger of being
broken this year by Gamecock trackster Garn McBride,
who has clipped off the distance at 4 minutes 31 seconds, just three seconds off the state record.
Frosh Freddie Roberts of the University of South Carolina is only a second over the 880 yard run record of 1 minute 58.2 seconds. If Freddie doesn't break the present record this year, he has three more years to do it in.
The other mark in danger of tumbling is the mile relay
which now stands at 3 minutes 22.3 seconds. The South
Carolina team has been hitting close to this mark and could
very easily overtake it.

trips to the plate. Jimmy Cox
paced the Gamecocks with two for
four.
It was in this game that Dick
Swetenburg, the smooth fielding
freshman from Anderson, injured
his leg. This will be an added
incentive for revenge.
The same starting team, that
has been playing; fine ball this
year, will probably take the
field for Clemson. Wyman Morris, flashy third sacker for the
Tigs, will try to continue to hit
that ball to boost his batting
average. He is currently leading the club in hitting. Other
leading batters for Clemson are
Bill Barnett, Roy Coker, and
George Brodie. The starting
pitchers are not definite, but
Coach Smith has a host of
hurlers from which to choose.
Billy O'Dell, Bobbie Saylors,
Neil Bates, Btibba Free, and
Charlie Hall lead the group of
moundsmen.
Hofforth and Cox will be dangerous men at the plate for the
Gamecocks. They both can hit
the ball well, and could cause a
few headaches.
If Clemson w*ns these two
games, they still have a chance
to remain in the running for
the playoffs in the southern division of the Southern Conference.

-O'DELL AND ORANGEBURG
Whenever Billy O'Dell pitches for the Tigs at Orangeburg it is a good omen. Last year as a freshman the ace
fireballer struck out 21 men for a new state record. This
year in a game with The Citadel, Billy pitched a one-hitter
to topple the Bulldogs 5-0.
The star lefthander has two more years with the Tigers
and possibly two more games to pitch at Orangeburg. Will
he break his own record? All we can do is wait and see.

Tig Linksters
Overpower P. C.
16 1-2 To 1 1-2

IS SWAMPED BY
Bl
SCORE 94 TO 38

Last Monday afternoon
the
Clemson Tiger linksters swamped
the Presbyterian golf team 16 1/21/2.
On the par 72 Boscobel golf
course, Clemson's John Woodward
took medalist honors with a 73.
John's teammate, Len Yaun posted a 74. Both of these boys are

ESQUIRE

STONE BROTHERS

KLUTTZ
STEAK
HOUSE

PAT'S

PLACE

freshmen from Aiken.
SUMMARY:
Yaun (C) defeated Mclntyre 3-0
Allison (C) defeated Sholar 3-0
Best Ball, Clemson 3-0
James (C) tied Edens 1 1/2-1 1/2
Woodard (C) defeated Freeman
3-0
Best ball, Clemson 3-0

-MAIL FROM A TIGER SUPPORTER
The following letter was received by Carroll Moore,
former sports editor of the Tiger, from Sgt. Ben Reid who
was coach of the rifle team and an ardent Tiger supporter.
April 18, 1952
Fort Sill, Okla.
Dear Carroll,
I am sorry I haven't written before, but just kept putting it off. I had a very nice trip out to Oklahoma. I drove
1,300 miles in two days.
We have been flying helicopters for two weeks.
It
sure is lots of fun flying them. We^have 19 enlisted men
and seven officers in our class. The course is 22 weeks
long. We only have 20 more weeks to go.
I'd much rather be back at Clemson. That was three
years of nice duty. Clemson is a wonderful school.
Hope to see you in September.
Ben C. Reid

J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY

W»h p^W JgS

SOUTH CAROLINA

TIGER TAVERN Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House

NOW OPEN ALL DAY

«H*«S* <"•*»

SPEEDf CONTROL?
COm UFEf

-Engineers—
GREENVILLE

X

Set after set, on any playing surface, these Twins of Championship Tennis deliver "new ball''
performance...maintain their
precision-built accuracy of flight
and bounce!
In every National Championship,
U. S. Davis Cup and Wightman
Cup match ... in major tournaments everywhere . .. Spaldingmade tennis balls are the Official
choice. Try a Spalding or Wright
_ Ditson and you'll know why.

Why? Luckies are made better to taste better. And,
what's more, Luckies are made of fine tobacco.
L.S./MJ'.T.-Lucky Strike Means Fine Tobacco.
So, for the thing* you want most in a cigarette...
for better taste—for the cleaner, fresher, smoother

Be Happy-GO LUCKY!

V «r*d** *" **k8**

•l t__5«?uM'3«**«*,"_i__

sstsst

COLLEGE STUDENTS PREFER LUCKIES
IN NATION-WIDE SURVEY I
Nation-wide survey based on actual student interviews in 80 leading colleges reveals more
smokers prefer Luckies than any other cigarette
by a wide margin. No. 1 reason—Luckies' better
taste. Survey also shows Lucky Strike gained
far more smokers in these colleges than the nation's two other principal brands combined.

Hours: 7 a. m. Til Midnight
OPEN ON THURSDAYS

Will Be Open Late For All Dances
MttNNttilTl

PHODITCT

or

AMIKICAS UADIKO MAKUTACTUMK OF CIGAJWTTM

■*SV-
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LOADED...!
Extra Reader Interest!
That is What Anderson's Modem
Newspapers Bring You n9llu r
Three mainstays in the field events for the Tiger
tracksters are left to right, Mitchell, Hodges, and

Gaskin. (Photo by Jack Trimmier).

PRESENT^ PROGRAMS
Clemson students presented
two programs last Sunday, May
3, in Due West. One program was
given at the joint meeting of the
Erskjne College YMCA and
the other at the Due West Bapuate next year with a degree in tist Church.
Education.
In the meet held with the
University of South Carolina
in Columbia, S. C, last Saturday, Dreher hurled the platter
for a distance of one.hundred
and forty-five feet. If Dreher
FRI. & SAT., MAY 8 -9
can repeat this performance in
the annual State Track Meet,
EXTRA!
he will set a new record in
the Palmetto State. The presHope and Rooney
ent record is one-hundred and
thirty-nine feet for the State
team up in the M. P's with
Meet.
Marilyn Maxwell
The track feats of Dreher Gaskin are not the only reasons that
IN
Clemson men everywhere follow
his sports activities. He is co"OFF LIMITS"
captain of the 1953 Tiger football team, and was a member of
the basketball team. Almost evMON. - TTJES., MAY 11.12
ery time that one picks up the
daily sports page, he reads about
"SERPENT OF THE
the activities of this Tiger great.
NILE"
Dreher's gridiron activities
have been curtailed during the
Rhonda Fleming
past two seasons because of
broken t Dues. In 1951, he broke
William Lundigan
his ankle in the first game of
Sin and spectacle unsurpassthe season and was unable to
ed in Twenty Centuries in
play until the waning days of
the love of Cleopatra
the season. Last year, Dreher
broke his ankle in a scrimmage
game before the start of the
WED. THURS., MAY 13-14
'52 season. This injury kept
hint out of action for the reCLARK GABLE
mainder of the campaign.
He's
terrific in his NEW acTach spring, however, despite
tion adventure romance!
the injuries that have plagued
In
him during the football season,
Dreher has come back to estab'NEVER LET ME GO"
lish a place for himself in the
with GENE TIERNEY
hearts of track fans throughout
the state.

DREHER 6ASKIN SHINES
IN TRACK FIELD EVENTS
By Bob Wheeler
On these warm spring afternoons, one often takes a walk
down by the Clemson track. Even
before he arrives at his destination, he can see a disc-shaped object arching gracefully above
the rim of the bowl in which the
track is located. This object is
not a flying saucer. It is a discus that has been heaved into the
air by the Tiger's leading point
man, Dreher Gaskin, who hails
from Orangeburg, S. C.
Dreher is known for his feats
In the discus, shot put and high
jump in track as well as he is
for his feats upon the gridiron
of South Carolina.
Last year, Dreher was the
leading scorer on the Clemson
track team. He rolled up a number of first places in the highjump, shot - put, discus and
weight-lifting events. This year,
he has very definitely lived up to
the fondest expectations of track
coach "Rock" Norman.
In six meets this year, Deher has not failed to finish in
the money. In the shot put, he
has placed first three times,
second once, and third only
twice. He has placed first four
times in the discus, and finish,
ed second and third only once
in this event. Dreher has
placed second four times in
the high-jump. This record
gives Dreher the distinction of
being the leading point-maker
for the Tiger cindermen in all
events to date.
Dreher is a six-foot, twohundred and five pound senior
from Orangeburg. He will grad-

A Few Anderson

FIRSTS...

Clemson Theatre

why Anderson's Modern Newspapers are the fastest
FIRST newspapers in this state to install a
complete photographic and engraving plant,
enabling them to print regularly more local
and regional pictures than any other South
Carolina newspaper.
FIRST and ONLY South Carolina newspaper to sponsor nation-wide broadcasts to
publicize the natural resources of South Carolina and the Savannah Valley Area.
FIRST newspaper in the South to be selected by Northwestern University for a readership study.
Only Newspaper in the United States to
have twice received the University of Missouri—N.E.A. Silver Plaque for rendering the
greatest community service in the nation....
(1941 and 1944).

AWARDED Editor & Publisher Blue Ribbon for writing and publishing the best advertisement in the United States.

The Daily Mail was awarded the N.E.A.
Bronze Plaque for having produced during
1950 the largest newspaper ever printed in
South Carolina (304 pages). This edition was
acclaimed one of the three best issued in the
United States.

All the roads
lead to Kankakee

Circulation in recent years.,

,

The Anderson Independent and The Daily Mail carry more
features and more on-the-spot news pictures than any other
papers in South Carolina. ... in addition to top national
coverage by such news agencies as The Associated Press,
International News Service and the North American Newspaper
Alliance.

From the four corners of the earth these top-flight

agencies funnel news into the Anderson Newspaper offices
twenty-four hours a day.

But that is not all. .. . the Anderson

Papers offer some of the nation's most outstanding writers in the

other fields. The list includes a few names like Dr.\George W.
Crane, Dr. Norman Vincent Peale, Drew Pearson/Robert S.
Allen, Dorothy Kilgallen, Sylvia Porter, Louella Parsons,

%,

Sheliah Graham. On our South Carolina and local front we have
Brim Rykard at the State's Capital, Charlie Garrison with his

"

interesting column "Caught on the Wing," many sectional
correspondents, in addition to local news and sports writers

*

such as the "Old Red Head" Canup and Tom Tegeder to keep
you posted on all the local sports news.
A

CLIP THIS COUPON
YM,

The same holds true of your Long
Distance calls. When circuits are temporarily busy on the most direct route for
your call, a new electronic brain in the
telephone office automatically selects alternate routes. They may be hundreds of
miles longer, but the detour saves you time.

growing papers in South Carolina . . . with a 300 per cent gain in

field of Politics, Religion, Motion Pictures, Sceince and
AWARDED top N.E.A. honors for circulation promotion and Carrier-Salesmen welfare program.

In 1950, the National Editorial Association awarded The Independent its Distinguished Service Bronze Plaque for outstanding Farm
Pages.

Some routes, naturally, are longer than
others. But if there is less traffic on them,
they might get you to Kankakee faster.

When the facts are considered, there can remain no doubt as to

FREE

1 want THE INDEPENDENT — Start it to this addren:

NAME

Write tor free copy of Or. Peole's

STREET AND NUMBER
TOWN AND STATE 'r
Collect
MAIL TO THE INDEPENDENT
ANDERSON, S. C.

"Power of Positive
Thinking'9

And the entire operation of selection
and rerouting is done in a split second!
The Bell System people who perfected,
maintain and operate this electronic
switching system have one goal: to make
the best telephone service in the world
even better. Would you like to join this
competent, aggressive team?
There are many opportunities in the
Bell System—in engineering, business administration, accounting, and other fields.
Your Placement Officer can give you the
details.

Bell Telephone System

South Carolina9* Most Interesting Newspaper

BMW MM3L

The Associated Press — North American Newspaper Alliance — International News Service
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xnursoay, xtai-j «, *»oo
—OSCAR SAYS—

-OSCAR SAYS—

HONOR STUDENTS
(Continued from page 1)
D. Mitchell, sophomore of Greenville.
ALSO, THE R. E. LEE Award
to Tracy H. Jackson, junior of
Clemson;
the American Institute of Architects Award to James R. Lawrence, senior of Greenville;
the General Electric Professors
Conference Association Scholarship to Hugh C. Humphries, Jr.,
that John "I love to be O. D." with flying colorc to win the
junior of Sumter.
*• * »
Bailey really though he was the big Best-Drilled company. Oscar just
AWARDS made from the School fi>-A while on Q. D. Monday. A doesn't believe one of those judgI of Education included the Alpha long bust slreet doesn't mean you're ing officers was your uncle!!
—OSCAR SAYS—
Tau Alpha Scholarship to Edward
-OSCAR SAYS—
that sincePete 'Baldy" Pearson has
Duane Hoey of Fort Mill, February
flowers, by wire, to the girl I reached retirement age, W. W.
graduate;
Love "Hatchet head," 'High Water Pants" Thompson has
the Williston Wightman Klugh admire.
Award to George O. Smith, Jr., of aliasBob "The Blade" Jolly. Sharp- taken over the title of unneatest
en up Joll, you're cutting no one!! cadet. That's right, Slophead, the
Greer, a February graduate,
—OSCAR SAYS—
ip
*
*
that Charlie "The Cocky Crow" honor is all yours!
—OSCAR SAYS—
THE AWARDS made from the Dalhoun is in his own little heaven.
School of Textiles are the Fiber - He won the biggest nose on campus that O. W. "Strong- - Arm Barker
glas Junior Scholarship ($600) to contest, has a new car, and has a has broken a world's record. Oscar
Allston T. Mitchell of Greenville, date with Mary Ann for Jr.-Sr. marvels at his hangover which is
textile engineering and textile Slow down, Capt., before you give going into its tenth da ytomorrow.
—OSCAR SAYS—
I manufacture major;'
out of gas!!
that Neil "Mr. F-7" Mishoe has rethe Institute of Textile Tech—OSCAR SAYS—
nology Fellowship ($1125) to Mar- that Bob "The Edgrefield Kid" ally shown his Fleetwood around
vin C. Robinson, senior of Hender- Burns has his nose as far in the the campus. Now thai we've all
air as, he can get it after having seen it you can take it back to the
sonville, N. C;
the American Association" of his picture in the Atanta Journal. field house.
—OSCAR SAYS—
Textile, Chemists and Colorists Shucks, oscar's seen Lassie, Lena that he (Oscar) wonders why there
Award to W. P. Creighton, senior the Hyena, and Gravel Gertie in isn't a cabin, tourist court, or hotel
there too!!
of McCormick;
room available for the 8th and 9th.
-OSCAR SAYS—
the American Association of
Is something gonna happen this
that
he
(oscar)
wonders
why
in
the
| Textile Technologists Award to L.
week-end???? .
devil
they
had
to
pick
the
second
G. Boyd of Manson, Iowa, a Febbarracks to house the beauties in.
ruary graduate.
I guess everybody has to move at
* * »
i
THE NATIONAL Association of least once a year.
TEE
—OSCAR SAYS—
Cotton Manufacturers Award and that Bob "The Shy Fly" Garrison,
the Phi Psi Award to L. G. Boyd; and his troops really came thru
SHIRTS
the National Association of Cotton Manufacturers Award to R. M. Awards to John Benjamin Stanley,
Cook, a June graduate.
dairy major from Conway and
*• * »
Professor Mark Edward Bradley of
OTHER AWARDS include
m '*■■'.*
the Beta Sigma Chi Award Clemson.
($100) to John E. Day of North ONE POSTGRADUATE received
Augusta;
high honors for the first semester,
the Phi Eta Sigma Scholarship 1952-53. 22 members of the senior
Medal to William O'Byrne, senior class, 24 members of the junior
of Easley;
class, 19 members of the sophothe Augusta G. Shanklin Award more class, and 21 members of the
in Military Science and Tactics freshman class received high hon($50 and a gold medal) to James ors also for the first semester.
Gilbert Campbell of Greenville.
SHOPS FOR MEN
58 seniors, 38 juniors, 32 sopho*• * *
mores, and 50 freshmen made the
Clemson
Greenville
,;
ALSO, THE TRUSTEES' Medal h
st for the first semester,
to Steve C. Griffith of Newberry. 1952-53.
Honorable mention to Forest E.
Cookson, Jr., of Clemson and Fletcher C. Derrick of Johnston.
The Phi Kappa Phi Award to
Joseph Lindsay, III, pre-medicine
junior of Clemson;
the Howard Carlisle Copeland
Award ($35) to Harry Carroll of
Clemson, an electrical engineering
sophomore;
the Algeron Sydney Sullivan

ESQUIRE

Mother's Day parades of the past. The top
photo shows the reviewing: stand at a parade
during the early forties when the regimental

reviews were held on what is now the practice
football field. The bottom photo shows a more
recent parade held on Bowman Field .

Mother's Day Parades
Changed Over Years
The annual military parade at
Clemson has not always been the
Mother's Day affair of the type
eagerly anticipated by students
this year. Over the years the parades have changed in many varied and occasionally strange ways.
Originally the big military formations were held in honor of the
graduating class. Unfortunately
for the seniors, however, the honor
was not enough to constitute an
excuse for missing drill, and all of
the cadet corps marched, rats as
well as the four-year men.
In 1934 the college set out to
make the annual parade an affair not confined to honoring members of the student body. This was
done in a very novel way by some
unknown genius whose name is
significantly absent! from college
records. No doubt the affair attracted some attention from
sources outside the college, for it
was probably the first MOONLIGHT PARADE to be held in the
country. These parades in the light
of the moon were held for several
years and seemed to receive much
notice and praise.
The praise was from visitors,
however, for the most part, because
the cadets remained somewhat
skeptical about the night drilling.
This was pointed out in a' copy of
the "Tiger" from 1934, which commented, "Following the review
there is a dance to be held in the
field house for the benefit of realists who cannot get moon-struck
but might be vitally interested in
other heavenly bodies."
Since the mid-'30's the parades
have undergone various changes,
both in dates and organization.
For a while the drills were held on
various dates chosen by the military department, but about 1940
the dates were chosen to coincide
With Mothers' Day or a "visitors
day" which was held at some time
during the month of May. Since
1940, the annual parade has nearly
always been held on Mothers' Day.
Although the date of the parade
has not changed much in recent
years, the uniform for the occasion
has. Formerly, cadets turned out
In white pants, blouses, and white

that the juniors pulling for rank,
such as Chreitzburg, Webb, Tinsley, and Parham, had better watch
their step! If you play with fire you
can get burned—you bums'.
—OSCAR SAYS—

just a little advice to the troops—
you'd better make the most of your
date, because after this last big
dnnce there'll be many a shift. . ..
Watch out—lovers!
-OSCA..-

SAYS,—

Clemson Men Always Welcome at

THE ELITE
Anderson, S. C.

SEE US TODAY FOR

BOOKS - PENCILS - FOUNTAIN PENS
NOTEBOOKS - PAPER -- OTHER SUPPLIES
INITIALS FREE ON ALL PENCILS AND
FOUNTAIN PENS

f

Clemson Book
Store
CLEMSON, S. C.

Don't you want to try a cigarette
with a record like this?

Dr. Georganna
McDaniel

By Charles Sanders
caps, which made up, in more than
one way, a "hot" uniform. The
honorary cadet colonel, in place of
Chiropractic Health Service
her present-day dress, wore an
109 Hillcrest Extension
outfit of white riding trousers,
PHONE 6904
white blouse, and white boots, r
Office Hours: 2 to 6 P. M.
rather unfortunate uniform for a
young lady who is supposed to
Tuesday and Friday Nights
radiate beauty.in every way.
Until 8
"GOES PLACES & DOES THINGS"
The Mothers' Day parade this 126-128 W. Benson
Mornings by Appointment
Anderson, S.C.
year will have one thing very much
Closed All Day Thursday
in common with the parades of
other years. That will be the way
in which the cadet corps will do
BIG JUNIOR - SENIOR ... Hurry to
its best on the parade field to show
mothers and the other visitors what
a good drilling organization the
Tiger cadets can produce in the
tradition of Clemson.
FOR SALE OR RENT

1. THE QUALITY CONTRAST between Chesterfield and other leading cigarettes is
a revealing story. Recent chemical analyses give an index of good quality for the
country's six leading cigarette brands.
The index of good qualify table-a ratio of high sugar to low nicotine shows Chesterfield quality highest

.. .15% higher than its nearest competitor and Chesterfield quality 31% higher than
the average of the five other leading brands.

HOKE SLOAN'S For formal Wear
H A L E' S

WHEN IN ANDERSON
STOP AT

,

LARRY'S

Registered Jewelers - American Gem Society
LEADING JEWELERS AND DIAMOND MERCHANTS
.SINCE 1856
Greenville
South Carolina

North Main Street
Owned and Operated by Larry
Stanley, former Clemson man.
DO-NUTS

SANDWICHES

Open Until 2 A. M.

Towle, Reed and
32}arton Sterling
and
Many Other Nationally
Advertised Quality
Lines

McLEES BROS.
JEWELERS
Anderson, S. C - Seneca, S. C
Phone 408
Phone 740

2. First to Give You Premium
Quality in Regular and

TUSSY CREAM DEODORANT
•fr Instantly stops perspiration odor
ir Checks perspiration moisture

King-size . . . much milder
with an extraordinarily good
taste —and for your pocketbook,
Chesterfield is today's best
cigarette buy.

big n jar...
£"/%£
now only f*%y?r
^^^

plus tax

Tussy cosmetic Cream Deodorant
protects your dainiiness from breakfast
to bedtime. Instantly stops perspiration
odor, checks perspiration moisture.
Safe for normal skin...filmiest
fabrics. Stays creamy-soft
down to the bottom of the jar.

3. A Report Never Before
Made About a Cigarette.

recent survey made in 274 leading colleges and
'GARETT Auniversities
shows Chesterfield is the largest seller.

CLEMSON HOUSE
BUFFET SERVED
LUNCH AND DINNER

MOTHERS DAY
12 Noon to 2:30 P. M.
5:30 to 8:30 P.M.
-•"—"—

Phi Eta Sigma To
Hold Party Friday

that if any of you see someone
threatening suicide from atop the intermission party at the Baptist
Clemson House this week-end, do Church, Friday night. All memnot get excited, it will only be bers are invited to attend.
Phi Eta Sigma has planned an
"Good Ed" Morrow having a party.

Choice of Young America

iff-rm

that if John "old man" Leach gets
tired early this week-end — just
give him a dozen or so vitamin pill'
and good message on that shiny
head, and in no time flat, he'll be
back robbing the cradle.

For well over a year a medical
►
specialist has been giving a
► group of Chesterfield smokers
regular examinations
every two months. He reports
no adverse effects to
nose, throat and sinuses
from smoking Chesterfield.

limited time only

L. C. MARTIN DRUG CO.
'THE REXALL STORE'
Phone 6661

I
Clemson, South Caroline

Copyright 1953, LIGGETT * MYERS Taftftto-Co.

